msg.Ilis

Standard software for central data management
for actuarial calculations
Insurers are facing numerous challenges in connection with financial reporting. The most significant
are the requirements of Solvency II, IFRS 17 and the principles of market-consistent embedded value (MCEV). Together, these issues are increasing the complexity of models and raising the requirements on quality and calculation frequency. In this context, solutions designed to increase efficiency, automate and improve quality play an important role.
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Reducing complexity – updating
product knowledge and insurance
technology at just one point
Audit-proof management of data for forecasts
msg.Ilis stands for ‘Insurance Liability Information System’
and is standard software designed to assist insurers with
financial reporting. msg.Ilis offers a framework for centralised data storage where information required for all types
of forecasts can be managed – up to date, in high quality
and audit-proof.

Ultimately, msg.Ilis controls the processes by initiating the
necessary actuarial policy administration calculations and
providing the corresponding forecasting software with the
necessary input data. Standard interfaces that can be customised to meet the needs and requirements of your forecast
model are available to connect to policy administration and
forecasting software.

As msg.Ilis accesses the services of the policy administration systems directly, product knowledge and insurance
technology do not need to be mapped for a second time
in the forecasting software. Product data are implemented
and updated at just one point, which greatly simplifies the
mapping of the liability model.
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Compatible with all common
policy administration and
forecasting systems
Calculation and provision of cash flows
msg.Ilis initiates the calculation of actuarial cash flows
in policy administration, takes over model points and
cash flows and makes them available for evaluations and
forecasting systems. Primary cash flows (payments, contributions, capital reserves, surrender values, contribution
breakdown, etc.) with the primary calculation principles
are calculated using exactly the same methods that are
applied in policy administration. There is no need for
follow-up programming or maintenance of product knowledge within the forecasting software. Alternatively, only
the model points can be transferred.

Reporting data from one source
The results from the forecasting software can then be processed for the different reporting requirements (Solvency
II, MCEV, etc.). All data are therefore available from a single
source for reports. Even here, msg.Ilis provides optimal
flexibility, as the cash flow approach is compatible with all
conventional policy administration systems and forecasting systems on the market.
Solvency II imposes strict requirements on comprehensibility, transparency and reproducibility which you can meet
with msg.Ilis. The system makes it possible to manage and
document data extracts and calculations in an audit-proof
manner. msg.Ilis also features comprehensive technical
data validation services which greatly contribute to ensuring a high standard of data quality.

Integration of cluster-based policy
compression
The insurance policy database is the basis of calculations and
evaluations. But if you try to carry out stochastic calculations
with various capital market scenarios and a database of several hundred thousand or even a few million policies, the forecasting software quickly reaches its limits in terms of runtime.
This problem can be overcome with policy compression. The
tried-and-tested method of cluster-based policy compression
based on a process of unmonitored machine learning is therefore fully integrated into msg.Ilis.

JEE technology
msg.Ilis is implemented in modern JEE technology and meets
all of the criteria of a modern IT system. The quality of the
standard software is based on our years of experience with
the automation of work processes and the introduction of
complex IT systems.
On the one hand, msg.Ilis is a component of msg.Life Factory
and is therefore fully integrated into msg.Insurance Suite.
On the other, msg.Ilis can be operated with other policy
administration systems as an independent system.
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Benefits at
a glance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased efficiency, automation and improved quality
of all forecasts in financial reporting
Audit-proof management of data for all types of forecasts
Decreased process complexity, as product knowledge
and insurance technology are not mapped redundantly
High efficiency, as product data need only be input once
High data quality with technical validation
High flexibility due to compatibility with all common
policy administration and forecasting systems
Tried-and-tested method of cluster-based policy
compression is built in
Centralised data storage and central process management;
manual interventions are largely unnecessary

Reference customers
(selection)
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